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WAREHAM — The state’s anti-bullying law, passed this past May, is designed to prevent bullying, cyberbullying 

and retaliation in all of the school districts in the commonwealth. 

The law bans bullying on all school grounds, buses and during activities, and it further requires any report of 

bullying to be investigated by school officials and reported to the parents of the students involved. 

Robert Louzan, director of student services, spoke before the School Committee about the new anti-bullying law, 

calling bullying “an emotional and significant issue in schools across the country.” 

He answered some questions about the anti-bullying law and its meaning for Wareham. 

Q: How will this new anti-bullying law affect the Wareham School District?  

A: A major piece of this legislation requires that the district have a bullying prevention plan, completed by Dec. 

31. This plan will have a variety of components including a clear definition of what bullying, cyberbullying and 

retaliation are. The plan establishes a prohibition on these behaviors. Training for all students and staff is a 

mandate. Resources to address the needs of the target, as well as the victim, need to be identified.  An Internet 

safety plan needs to be a component of the plan. The plan must have public comment and must be presented 

annually to parents and students in language that is developmentally appropriate for each child. These are the 

major areas of impact. We have contracted with Massachusetts Aggression Reduction Center (MARC) to work 

with staff and parents in the provision of professional and parent training. 

Q: Do you feel this law will help curb the types of bullying it covers? If so, why? 

A:  It is my belief that a reduction in bullying will be an outcome. This is a strong awareness initiative. It requires 

the district to prohibit the various components of bullying and is very clear about letting people know what the 

consequences are. It provides some protections for reporters of bullying behavior and deals with the role of being 

a bystander, which is a major factor in some bullying behaviors.  While the time frame is very short, we are very 

well postured, with the assistance of MARC, to do the work we need to do to be in compliance with this law. 

Q: Is there a problem with bullying in Wareham schools? 

A:  The problem with identifying the degree of bullying in any school is that the issue is, rightfully so, a very 

emotional issue and the terms –such as bullying– have not had consistent definitions. The law helps separate out 



student conflict from bullying that is repeated and is present with some type of an imbalance of power that leaves 

the target clearly at a substantial position of being victimized. Wareham has put several programs in place over 

the years to help curb both bullying, as currently defined, and various forms of student conflict. 

Q: In what grade(s) does bullying seem to be the most prevalent? 

A: Again, the definition of bullying, cyberbullying and retaliation are important in thinking about this question. 

Cyberbullying is a significant middle school/high school issue across the country because a student can be easily 

bombarded with many, many electronic messages that are very hurtful in a very short period of time.  And this can 

happen even when the child is nowhere near other children, so it is much harder to escape from bullying behavior 

in this format. The television and movie industry has a role in bullying behavior for many age groups, and it is 

hard to say what age group is more impacted than another. It is all serious, hurtful and has long-term impact. 

Thus, a prohibition is the right expectation in the law. 

Q: What are some of the prevention plans the Wareham School District has implemented per the 

new law?  

A: Wareham is in the process of developing the bully prevention plan. It is too early to say what has already 

happened as a result of the new law because we are in the midst of the development of that plan. The plan will 

gain the input of the School Committee and the public as it is developed.  There is a committee formed to work on 

this, with the first meeting occurring next week. Wareham has used several social skills programs that have been 

shown to reduce this kind of behavior, including Open Circle, Responsive Classroom and PeaceBuilders. 

Q: Will the Wareham School District be taking a zero-tolerance approach to bullying? 

A: At the center of the Bully Prevention Plan will be the School Committee's, the superintendent's and the 

administration's stance of prohibition of bullying, cyberbullying and retaliation in our schools and school-

sponsored events. 

Q: Will these prevention plans be taking effect for the current school year? 

A: The plan will be developed by Dec. 31, and most components will go into effect immediately. 

Q: Is there anything else you would like to add about the new law, the work you are doing on the 

preventative plan, bullying in schools or anything else? 

A: It is important for parents and other school partners to realize that this law identifies specific expectations for a 

set of behaviors that fall under the newly clarified definitions of bullying, cyberbullying and retaliation. We will be 

ready to respond to these changes in hopes and expectation that all forms of bullying will be reduced. But in 

addition, behaviors that do not fall under these definitions that may fall more exactly into the realm of student 

conflict will continue to be addressed immediately. 

As I mentioned previously, bullying is an emotional topic. The ending of bullying behavior and the resolution of 

student conflict needs to continue to be a priority in our schools so all students can focus on learning. 
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